Exchange With Reporters on Bosnia
July 28, 1993

Q. Mr. President, are you going to send air power to Bosnia?

The President. Let me say, I saw the stories this morning. The position of the United States has long been that if the United Nations troops were attacked there, we would do our part to protect it and by making available air power. We have not yet been asked to do that. If we are asked, that’s something we’ll give good consideration to. But we have not been asked to do it, and I—

Q. The French did not ask you?

The President. Not yet. But we’ve had some conversations with them. And we’re going to take a look at what the situation is and what the options are. But they have not formally asked yet.

Q. Does that mean the answer could be—a request is made that the answer will be yes, sir?

The President. It means just what I said. It means that the United States has always had the public position and the private position—we’ve made it very clear that if the United Nations operations in Bosnia were attacked, we would be prepared to defend them with air power. And we have not been asked yet. If we are asked, that’s something we will seriously consider.

Q. You certainly are expecting it, aren’t you? I mean, Bosnia has been attacked and they are on the—

The President. We’ll just have to see. I am going to be reviewing it in the next couple of days. I asked the Secretary of State to come home to discuss the Middle East before he goes to the Middle East. So he will be here. We’ll have a chance to discuss it, and as soon as we make a decision we’ll let you know.

NOTE: The exchange began at 8:34 a.m. in the State Dining Room at the White House, prior to a meeting with freshman Democratic Members of Congress. A tape was not available for verification of the content of this exchange.

Remarks Following a Luncheon With Business Leaders and an Exchange With Reporters
July 28, 1993

The President. Thank you very much. Please be seated. First let me thank all the business leaders who are here: Felix Rohyta, John Johnson, Ron Hall, Harry Buckley, and Mike Walsh for the fine words that they said but all those who are also on this platform behind me today. They represent companies of all sizes and shapes from Main Street to Wall Street.

They’re here united in an unwavering desire and commitment to the health of the American economy over continued political rhetoric, to productivity over politics, to action over gridlock. They are here, just as I am, not because anyone agrees with every last line and jot and tittle of this economic program as it will doubtless come out of the conference, but because of what it does and because it does far more good than harm; because it brings down the deficit by $500 billion; because it has an equal apportionment of cuts and new revenues; because the revenues are fairly apportioned. And I was very proud of the speakers because the people who are up here with me are the ones who are really going to pay all the revenues that others are complaining about. And they have determined that they will do it to bring the deficit down, to keep interest rates down, to restore the stability and health of the American economy.

We talked a lot today about a few other issues at lunch, and I just would emphasize what I have tried to emphasize before, which is that over 90 percent of the small businesses in this country will be eligible for a tax cut if this plan passes; that working families with incomes under $30,000 will be held harmless; the work-